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- Go to CashCrate.
- Register at CashCrate to do surveys.
- Once in the Members area you'll see offers. There are two dropdowns to filter the offers.
- In the "Show" dropdown select "100% free".
- In the "Sort by" select "Payout"
- Click "Go"
7/21/2007 - Note: I have since found out that the $45 Road Loans offer requires that you fill out the loan form and get
funded for the loan before you get paid. Which is fine - if you need a car loan. Otherwise there are other offers that pay
well. Last time I checked there was a $10 and 6 dollar offer.

7) Last time I did this there was an $45 offer at the top to fill out a form for an auto loan. Click on the "Offer" name.
8) A popup appears for the form. Fill it out. Use a email that you don't normally use.
9) Go back to the CashCrate page and hit the dark gray "Submit" button.
10) Congratulations! You just made $45!
Give it a try: CashCrate. Some notes: Use your real email for the registration, but use a trash email address for the
surveys. They will spam the address with more offers. Some people make a lot of money this way. A person I know
makes over $1,500 a month, but it boggles my mind that anyone could make near that much, but apparently it's possible.
Try to avoid subscribing to any offers. They try everything in the book to get you subscribed to different offers, so always
choose "no". Give it a try: CashCrate. It took me about 5 minutes from registration, to filling out a form. No guarantees
that that offer will still be there, but it probably is.
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